OCEANER REC45
Freediving Wetsuit
The ideal wetsuit for recreational Freediving, Freedive Training and
Spearfishing. (For Competitive Diving see the Oceaner “COMP 45”)
The REC 45 is constructed of YAMAMOTO 45. This neoprene is extremely warm and tough with an ultra stretch lycra on the outside to provide superior durability. All Oceaner Freediving REC45 suits utilize a
cellular skin inner that helps to increase positive thermal qualities, providing a warmer, more comfortable performance experience.

Suit Features
•

Top Quality Yamamoto Rubber

Yamamoto 45 is regarded as the highest quality material for Competitive Freediving and is used by multiple world record Freedivers such as Mandy-Rae Cruickshank, Martin Stepanek, Tanya Streeter, Alexey Molchanovs and many other world champions.
•

Raglan sleeve Design Raglan Sleeve Design

Most currently available freediving wetsuits are constructed with a straight sleeve on the shoulder resulting in a tubular body with
attached tubular arms. OCEANER suits use a Raglan Sleeve, a specific cut that provides a continuous shoulder curve from the
base of the neck on down the arm providing a far more comfortable fit when the arms are in either down or over-head body position. This curvature also minimizes undesirable bunching of material around the shoulders when in a arm-up diving position
•

Jacket Bottom / Beaver Tail

The hip length suit jacket is secured back to front with a Velcro clasped “Beaver Tail” This high use, high stress “tail” is constructed using once again a uniquely developed biothermic material to add strength and tear resistance where it is most needed. A
3 layer composite (bio/nylon/bio) in which 3 laminated layers create a nylon sandwich which provides the necessary strength
without sacrificing all the stretch and thermal properties .
•

Seals

Rubber Seals ring the face, wrists, and ankles. These seals limit water flow to a extent that even after hours in the water the lube
solution used to get into the suit will still be inside
•

Color Options

The REC45 comes in standard black but can be accented with white, blue, red, or gray coloured stitching as well as have gold accent panels under the arms.
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OCEANER COMP45
Freediving Wetsuit
Suit Features
•

Biothermic

All Oceaner COMP suits are designed for competition and are constructed with materials
developed through bio thermal engineering, providing not only incredible thermal protection but peerless flexibility, breathability and comfort
•

. Top

Quality Yamamoto Rubber

“Yamamoto 45, a revolutionary material of high quality” . This oil-free, composite rubber material is used on the OCEANER SCS
COMP suit. Yamamoto 45 is regarded as the highest quality material available for competitive freediving wetsuits. OCEANER
COMP45 suits are worn by a majority of world record freedivers such as Mandy-Rae Cruickshank, Martin Stepanek, Tanya Streeter,
Alexey Molchanovs and many other champions.
•

Raglan Sleeve Design

Most currently available freediving wetsuits are constructed with a straight sleeve on the shoulder resulting in a tubular body with
attached tubular arms. OCEANER suits use a Raglan Sleeve, a specific cut that provides a continuous shoulder curve from the base
of the neck on down the arm providing a far more comfortable fit when the arms are in either down or over-head body position. This
curvature also minimizes undesirable bunching of material around the shoulders when in a arm-up diving position.
•

Jacket Bottom / Beaver Tail

The hip length suit jacket is secured back to front with a Velcro clasped “Beaver Tail” This high use, high stress “tail” is constructed
using once again a uniquely developed biothermic material to add strength and tear resistance where it is most needed. A 3 layer
composite (bio/nylon/bio) in which 3 laminated layers create a nylon sandwich which provides the necessary strength without sacrificing all the stretch and thermal properties.
•

Seals

Rubber Seals ring the face, wrists, and ankles. These seals limit water flow to a extent that even after hours in the water the lube
solution used to get into the suit will still be inside.
•

Color Options

There are many different color options available. The stock suit comes in Black (70% of the suit) with silver trim highlights(30% of
suit). This provides a high level of visibility; a important feature for Freediver safety.
Further options include the following suit colors: Red, Blue, Yellow, Graphite, Green, Purple, Gold, Silver and Black.
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OCEANER TROPICAL 45
1.5mm Freediving Wetsuit
Suit Styles
COMP— glued and blind stitched for warmth
REC — flat locked for strength
•

. Top

Quality Yamamoto Rubber

“Yamamoto 45, a revolutionary material of high quality” . This oil-free, composite rubber material is used on the OCEANER SCS
COMP suit. Yamamoto 45 is regarded as the highest quality material available for competitive freediving wetsuits. OCEANER
COMP45 suits are worn by a majority of world record freedivers such as Mandy-Rae Cruickshank, Martin Stepanek, Tanya Streeter,
Alexey Molchanovs and many other champions.
•

Raglan Sleeve Design with attached Hood

Most currently available freediving wetsuits are constructed with a straight sleeve on the shoulder resulting in a tubular body with
attached tubular arms. OCEANER suits use a Raglan Sleeve, a specific cut that provides a continuous shoulder curve from the base
of the neck on down the arm providing a far more comfortable fit when the arms are in either down or over-head body position. This
curvature also minimizes undesirable bunching of material around the shoulders when in a arm-up diving position.
•

Jacket Bottom / Beaver Tail

The hip length suit jacket is secured back to front with a Velcro clasped “Beaver Tail” This high use, high stress “tail” is constructed
using once again a uniquely developed biothermic material to add strength and tear resistance where it is most needed. A 3 layer
composite (bio/nylon/bio) in which 3 laminated layers create a nylon sandwich which provides the necessary strength without sacrificing all the stretch and thermal properties.
•

Seals

Rubber Seals ring the face, wrists, and ankles. These seals limit water flow to a extent that even after hours in the water the lube
solution used to get into the suit will still be inside.
•

Color Options

There are many different color options available. The stock suit comes in Black (70% of the suit) with silver trim highlights(30% of
suit). This provides a high level of visibility; a important feature for Freediver safety.
Further options include the following suit colors: Red, Blue, Yellow, Graphite, Green, Purple, Gold, Silver and Black.
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OCEANER SPEARFISHING
& Freediving Wetsuits
•

The ultimate in warmth, flexibility and stealth underwater visability

•

Lycra outer—split cell skin inner

•

Loading pad, kneepads, attached hood

PRO39—Ultimate Spearfishing Suit —constructed with Yamamoto #39 material which
is super light providing strength and flexibility for repeated dives to moderate depth without sustaining permanent compression

CO45—Crossover Spearfish and Freediving Suit —made with Yamamoto #45 material which is soft, resilient and
stretchy of highest quality providing strength and flexibility for repeated dives to deepest depths without permanent compression
•

.

Raglan Sleeve Design and Underarm Gusset

Most currently available freediving and spearfishing wetsuits are constructed with a straight sleeve on the shoulder resulting in a
tubular body with attached tubular arms. OCEANER suits use a Raglan Sleeve, a specific cut that provides a continuous shoulder
curve from the base of the neck on down the arm providing a far more comfortable fit when the arms are in either down or overhead body position. This curvature also minimizes undesirable bunching of material around the shoulders when in a arm-up streamlined diving position..
•

Jacket Bottom / Beaver Tail

The hip length suit jacket is secured back to front with a Velcro clasped “Beaver Tail” This high use, high stress “tail” is constructed
using once again a uniquely developed material to add strength and tear resistance where it is most needed. A 3 layer composite in
which 3 laminated layers create a nylon sandwich which provides the necessary strength without sacrificing all the stretch and thermal properties. Water is almost completely restricted from entering at the bottom of the jacket.
•

Attached Hood

Keeps the head warm and restricts water from entering the jacket at the neck and flowing down the back.
•

Seals

Rubber Seals ring the face, wrists, and ankles. These seals limit water flow to a extent that even after hours in the water the lube
solution used to get into the suit will still be inside.
•

Color and Thickness Options

Three Lycra colour CAMOUFLAGE patterns have been developed for warm water and cold water conditions: Green, Grey and
Wine. Two thickness 3mm and 6mm will keep any hunter warm in all water temperatures.
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Freediving Suits - Stock Sizing

M EN’S SIZING
S - SMALL

M - M EDIUM

L - LARGE

XL - XLARGE

H EIGHT

5'5" - 5'8"

5'8" - 6'0"

5'10 - 6'2"

6'2" ++

WEIGHT

125 - 150 lbs

150 - 175lbs

175 - 200lbs

200lbs ++

CHEST

34" - 36"

36" - 40"

40" - 44"

44" ++

WAIST

28" - 30"

30" - 34"

34" - 38"

38" ++

HIPS

34" - 36"

36" - 40"

40" - 44"

44" ++

WOMAN’S S IZING
S - S M 2-6

M - M ED 6-10

L - LG 10-14

H EIGHT

5'1" - 5'5"

5'4" - 5'8"

5'8 - 6'0"

WEIGHT

95 - 125 lbs

120 - 145lbs

135 - 160lbs

CHEST

31" - 35"

33" - 37"

36" - 40"

WAIST

24" - 28"

26" - 30"

28" - 32"

HIPS

34" - 38"

37" - 41"

39" - 43"

Also Available
MODIFIED S TOCK S UIT - description of changes to a stock size suit
CUSTOM SUIT - please complete measurement chart
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CUSTOM CHART FOR FREEDIVING SUITS
MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS

Tapes can stretch over time, check periodically against a yardstick.

.
When taking measurements for a custom wetsuit, customer should be in a bathing suit. When taking measurements for a
customer drysuit, customer should be in undergarments to be worn under the drysuit when diving. For circumference
measurements, tape should be snug but not pulled tight. Make crotch measurements with a pen or ruler held at the customers
highest point on the crotch. Record the customer’s height, weight, and age is very important. A brief coment on the customers
physical condition would be helpful. HIP measurement is widest part of hip at the crotch level.
SEND TO: OCEANER SPORTING GOODS (604) 434-0092 fax

Deal er :
M easured by:
Clothes w orn w hile being m easured:

or

email oceanersales@oceaner.com

Cu st o m er N am e:

MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTIONS

All measurements must be in inches.
1. Forehead (just above eyebrows)
2. Neck
3. Biceps (3”from armpit)
4. Forearm (largest point)
5. Wrist (just above bone)
6. Wrist to armpit (inside centre of armpit)
7. Chest (at nipples, arms at side)
8. Waist (at narrowest point)
9. Hips (widest point)
10. Legs at top (highest point)
11. Calf (widest point)
12. Ankle (just above inside bone)
13. Crotch to ankle (above inside bone)
14. Ankle to waist
15. Top of shoulder through crotch, back
to top of shoulder

Height:
Weight:
Sex:

_______
_______
_______

ADDITIONAL FEMALE
MEASUREMENTS

Age:

_______

Below Bust:

Shoe Size: _______

Above Bust:

Bra and Cup Size:

5759 Sidley St .
Burnaby, B.C. Canada V5J 5E6

Tel: (604) 434-0069
Fax: (604) 434-0092

DESIRED FITSnug:
______
Semi Snug: ______
Loose:
______

Customer Service
1-800-663-6601

UNDERGARMENTS
WORN UNDER SUIT
Thin:
___________
Semi Thick:____________
Thick:
____________

oceanersales@oceaner.com
www.oceaner.com

